Abstract-In order to meet the requirements such as high precision, small overshoot, fast response in Polymerase Chain Reaction(PCR) when control temperature, this paper designs a PCR microfluidic chip based on temperature control using genetic algorithm PID. The chip adopts genetic algorithm PID to control AT89C51 chip to generate PWM waves which have different duty ratio in order to realize the adjustment and control of temperature. The design of genetic algorithm PID controller is realized by FPGA. And in the MATLAB environment, the simulation is conducted using genetic algorithm PID control. The simulation results show that genetic algorithm PID controller which is realized by FPGA can well track the input signal, and the control effect is better.
INTRODUCTION
PCR is a kind of rapid amplification of DNA replication technology which imitates DNA replication of nature in the vitro environment which has no cell. Specific primers, raw materials and catalytic enzyme are added into the reactor, and by the constantly revolving of denaturation, annealing and extension three stages, DNA fragments are rapidly amplified. Since its strong specificity, high sensitivity, good repeatability, easy automation and such outstanding advantages, it is widely used in medical domain and life sciences.
The key to PCR reaction is the temperature control of three reaction zone, which requires fast temperature change, high precision, good temperature uniformity and constant temperature [1] . Traditional PCR is reacting in PCR reaction tube, which completes its temperature cycle control through a PCR heat cycle instrument. Since the size of heating block is large and heat conductivity coefficient of reaction tube is low, so the reaction time is increased. In addition, the temperature of heating block is uneven, which easily leads the temperature gradient to exist in reaction liquid, and sampling continuously and integrating other functional modules are more difficult. What's worse, in reaction process, the reagents are needed to be transfer, which increases the waste of reagent and the risk of the pollution. PCR microchip is based on processing technology of microelectronics mechanical systems. After processing a series of micro channel and micro reaction chamber and a variety of microcontrollers on silicon, glass or polymer chip, the PCR microchip which has small size, high integration, fast response speed characteristics can quickly realize the rapid amplification of DNA replication. Due to PCR microchip has advantages such as quickness, high efficiency, low reagent consumption and so on, it has a wide range of applications in molecular biology, disease detection, biotechnology, environmental monitoring and other important fields. And scholars at home and abroad are also working to make more accurate rapid PCR microfluidic chip by different materials and in different ways [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Currently, the study of PCR chip is mainly divided into static micro cavity PCR chip and dynamic continuousflow PCR microfluidic chip. The former is actually the miniaturization of traditional PCR, on which the reaction mixture was fixed within the micro reaction pools ,and its temperature is constantly repeated cycle; while the latter is DNA samples and reactants with continuous flow, which through three different constant temperature zone, so as to achieve the goal of DNA amplification. There are fewer research institutions for the two kinds of chips at home, while this research is relatively more overseas. Static micro cavity PCR chip usually uses silicon and glass as substrate material, and the processing method gives priority to photolithography and wet etching. Poser et al, who are in the Institute of high-technical Physics in Germany, who first discussed the problems about heat conduction and temperature distribution of the Static micro cavity PCR chip. They achieve heating with the method of integrating thin-film resistors heater on the substrate, and realize cooling with the use of fans; the device is faster than the conventional PCR thermal cycler on the heat response speed and the reaction time can be further shortened. Lagally et al, who were in California Berkeley University, and Northrup et al. who were in the Lawrence Livermore National laboratory use resistance heater along with air refrigeration for the temperature control, while more people are using Parr post element for temperature control. Though the Static micro cavity PCR chip can reduce the consumption of the mixture, the expansion is still relatively slow because the temperature cycle still depends on the heating/cooling rate of the temperature control system.
The temperature control system is complex and bulky, which limits the volume of the sample and can not be adjusted according to different needs. Quick and accurate temperature control is core to PCR microfluidic chip to realize the amplification of DNA replication. And there are researches about control algorithm to detect PCR temperature both at home and abroad [8] [9] [10] . This paper adopts the idea of PID parameter optimization based on genetic algorithm, the PWM waves by generated genetic algorithm PID control which have different duty ratio is used to realize adjustment and control of temperature [11, 12] . Genetic algorithm PID is a high-efficient algorithm, it does not require any initial information when seek the global optimal solution of the optimization, and it has advantages such as good optimization features, simple operation, fast speed. At present, the study of genetic algorithm is more in the theory, while the realization of genetic algorithm in the application is less. This paper uses FPGA to implement the intelligent genetic algorithm PID controller [13, 14] , which has advantages such as flexibility, high reliability, short development cycle and high system running speed and so on. In the implementation process, the system is firstly divided into several modules mainly include initialization module, selecting module, crossover mutation module, control module, and then each function module is described in VHDL language. In order to improve efficiency, intellectual properpty (IP) core is used for memory design, and DSP Builder is used for mathematical operation, and the timing sequence of each module is controlled by single Moore state machine. After completing the design of each function module, DSP Builder and simulink are used to build a closed-loop PID control test system. The operating speed of the algorithm is greatly improved with the parallel computing ability of FPGA and the application of pipelining technology in the entire design process.
II. TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM AND ITS PRINCIPLE
The temperature control system of PCR microfluidic chip designed in this paper mainly including power supply module, temperature control core module, temperature collection module and driver module. Among them, AT89C51 single chip microcomputer is the core to temperature control chip, which generates different duty ratio of PWM wave with the control of genetic algorithm PID to achieve the adjustment and the control of temperature. Temperature collection unit is composed of three digital temperature sensor chips DS18B20 who are connected paralleled. These temperature sensor chips will measure the temperature of PCR reaction zone and sending them into the single chip microcomputer AT89C51 chip. Drive module uses photoelectric coupler to control electric relay, which avoids misoperation caused by other signal interference when connects electric relay directly with microcontroller. Since the working voltage of single chip microcomputer and DS18B20 chip is 5V direct current (DC) power supply, so the power supply module transfer 220V alternating current (AC) to 5V DC. This paper adopts thin film resistance heater integrated on a substrate for heating, thin film heater is widely used in PCR microfluidic chip due to its fast response speed, small size, high integration degree and other advantages. When temperature exceeds required temperature, fan is used for cooling. The thermal response speed of the device is faster than that of conventional PCR heat cycle instrument, which can greatly shorten the reaction time [15] . The structure of this temperature control system is shown in Figure 1 .
The method to control temperature is as follow. First of all, compare the preset temperature value r(t) with the temperature value y(t) which is collected by digital temperature sensor DS18B20, and take their difference value e(t)=y(t)-r(t) as input signal, the control principle of the system is shown in Figure 2 . When the temperature collected by DS18B20 is converted by the single chip microcomputer, the measured temperature will be compared with the setting temperature, and then through genetic algorithm PID algorithm to control the temperature. If the temperature of PCR reaction area measured by DS18B20 reaches the setting temperature, then the duty ratio of PWM is controlled to be zero, that means stop heating to keep it at constant temperature; else if the temperature of PCR reaction area can not reach the setting temperature, then increase the duty ratio of PWM temperature to rise the temperature.
III. MULTIPLICATION PRINCIPLE OF TWO ONE BIT-BINARY NUMBERS IMPLEMENTED BY MOLECULAR BEACONS
Temperature control algorithm is the core to controlling the temperature of PCR microfluidic chip, it should make the temperature control meet the requirements of PCR microfluidic chip for temperature changes in terms of response speed, overshoot and precision. In order to make the temperature well meets the requirements of PCR microfluidic chip and get a better control effect, this paper adopts different temperature control algorithm. Specifically, when e(t) is big, it will adopts full power rapid heating; when e(t) is small, it will use genetic algorithm PID control. In this method, we can make the heating rate will be increased, at the same time the overshoot will be appropriately reduced. In addition, the range of error is divided. When e(t)>10℃, the heater heats at full speed; when e(t)=0℃, the heater stops heating; when 0℃<e(t)<10℃, the heater is controlled by genetic algorithm PID neural network. The temperature control algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . PID neural network is a new method which melt the PID control law into neural networks. The hidden layer of PID neural network consists of proportion neutron, it's integral neutron and differential neutron. It a dynamic feedforward network which belongs to the multilayer feedforward neural network category, so it is more suitable for system control. The network consists of two parallel sub-network, and each sub-network has two neurons in input layer each of which are given value and output value of a variable in input layer. Three adjustable parameter KP, KI, KD of PID controller correspond to the output state of three neuron in hidden layer respectively. It is cross connection and mutual coupling from hidden layer to output layer, so this can form 2D control output and realize decoupling and control of multi-variable system. as shown in Figure 4 . The specific steps using genetic algorithm to optimize kp, ki, kd is shown in Figure 5 . From Figure 4 we can see that control system has two controlled variable y1 and y2. And there are two subnetworks, the input variable of input layer are controlled variable u1,u2 and output feedback variable y1,y2. The hidden layer consists of three neutrons which are proportion neutron, integral neutron and differential neutron. Their state transfer function are: proportional function, integral function and differential function, respectively.
The input of each neuron in network hidden layer are:
where wsij is weighting coefficient in hidden layer; s=1,2 is the number of sub-network; i=1,2 is sequence number of input; j=1,2,3 is sequence number of neuron in hidden layer; k is the sample time. The state function of three neurons in hidden layer are: Proportion function:
The outputs of each neuron in hidden layer are:
The outputs of each neuron in output layer are:
IV. PARAMETERS OPTIMIZING OF PID NEURAL NETWORK USING THE IMPROVED ARTIFICIAL FISH ALGORITHM
A. Hardware Architecture of PID Controller Based on GA The hardware structure chart of PID parameters selftuning controller based on GA is shown in Figure 6 [16, 17] . PID controller based on GA in FPGA is mainly composed of initialization module, selection module, crossover and mutation module, memory module, multichannel selector module, random number module, dual port RAM memory module, control module and PID controller and so on.
The working of system is coordinated by the internal clock of FPGA and its operation process is as follows [18, 19] :
Step (1) Reset: After the system being powered on or receiving an external reset signal, each module begins to initialize genetic algebra, the initial value of counter, the loading of random initial value, and the initial value setting of some control signal;
Step (2) Population initialization: after resetting, the startup signal start1 of initialization module is enabled by system control module, then the initialization module will began to work. Under the coordinating of the FPGA internal clock, each clock it generates a new individual and a address signal of RAM storage. At the same time, the control module makes the output of multi-channel such as individual data, address signals ad come from the initialization module. The new generated individuals acts on PID controller through the either-or selector B, at the same time, the initialization module enables the fitness calculation start signal through the either-or selector C, then the system will enter the individual fitness calculation stage. An over signal is generated to inform the initialization module when the individual fitness calculation is over. After the initialization module receiving the signal, it will generate a write enable signal wr1 of RAM, then wr1 will act on the write control side of RAM1 and RAM2 through the either-or selector A, which makes RAM1 and RAM2 in the status of writing. Although RAM1 and RAM2 are dual port RAM, each time only one new individual fitness value can be calculated, so the write operation is just for single port write operation. Meantime, only one of the output address signals of multi-channel selector ad1 is effective, which acts on RAM1 and RAM2 at the same time. Then, with the coordination of FPGA internal clock, the new individuals and their fitness value are stored respectively in RAM1 and RAM2 at the same time. After the storing operation, the individual counter in the initialization module will plus one, and it will estimate whether the new individual reaches population size at the same time.
If it does not reach the population size, then go to the storing operation; else if, generate a over signal over1 to inform the control module that initialization operation is over.
Step (3) Select operation: When the control module receives the over signal of the initialization operation, it will enable the start signal start2 of the selection module, the system will be in the selection operation stage. Selection module chooses two different new individuals from RAM1 and RAM2 randomly each time and gets their fitness values, then according to their fitness value to make a choice and generate a new individual. Repeat this selection process, two new individuals can be gotten. And then send them to the crossover and mutation module, and an over signal over2 is generated to inform the control module that the selection operation is over.
Step (4) Crossover and mutation operation: After the control module receiving the over signal of selection operation, the signal start3 of the crossover and mutation module is enabled, then the system will be in the crossover and mutation operation stage. The two new generated individuals after selection operation will be operated by the crossover and mutation module, and the probability of crossover and mutation and the mutation position are provided by the random module 2. Th is module will generate two final new individuals and an over signal over3 to inform the control module that the crossover and mutation operation is over.
Step (5) Fitness calculation: When the control module receives the over signal of crossover and mutation operation, the start signal start4 of memory module is enabled, and at the same time the control module makes the output of multi-channel selector such as individual data and address signal ad come from the memory module. Then the new individuals generated from crossover and mutation operation acts on PID controller through the either-or selector B, at the same time, the initialization module enables the fitness calculation start signal through the either-or selector C, then the system will enter the individual fitness calculation stage. An over signal is generated to inform the initialization module when the individual fitness calculation is over. After the initialization module receiving the signal, it will generate a write enable signal wr1 of RAM, then wr1 will act on the write control side of RAM1 and RAM2 through the either-or selector A, which makes RAM1 and RAM2 in the status of writing. Meantime, only one of the output address signals of multi-channel selector ad1 is effective, which acts on RAM1 and RAM2 at the same time. Then, with the coordination of FPGA internal clock, the new individuals and their fitness value are stored respectively in RAM1 and RAM2 at the same time. Another individual generated from crossover and mutation operation is stored in the same way. After storing the two individuals, an over signal over4 is generated to inform the control module that the memory operation is over. In the storage process, the new generated individuals are counted, when it reaches its population size, the genetic algebra will be plus one.
Step (6) Return to Step (3) for loop execution until the system meets the end condition of genetic operation.
Step (7) Stop all the work and output the optimal individual when the whole genetic process is over. 
B. Design and Implementation of Each Function Module 1) Design and Implementation of Control Module
The implementation of sequential designs is made in the control module in this paper. The whole design is divided into six status, a single process Moore state machine is used in the design. The state machine of the control module is the main state machine in the system, it schedules the work and data processing of each module. Fig. 7 is the diagram of state machine in the control module. The state of idle is reset state, while the state of st1, st2, st3 and st4 are four working status, which represent population initialization state of population, selection state, crossover and mutation state, and storage state respectively. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the simulation waveform diagram of the control module. Fig.8 shows the waveform of each signal when the genetic operation produces the third individual is in its second generation. It can be seen from the figure that when the start2 become "1" the selection operation is started, and when the selection operation is over the over2 become "1". When the over2 becomes "1", the start signal of the crossover and mutation module start3 will become "1" immediately to start the crossover and mutation operation. Then after the crossover and mutation operation is over, the start signal of memory module start4 will become "1" immediately to store the new individual. The control signal of multi-channel selector cs3 changes according to the different procedures. Fig. 9 shows the changes of various control signals when new individuals are generated continuously. 
2) Design and Implementation of Random Number Module
In this paper, the pseudo random number is generated by using Linear feedback shift register (Linear Feedback Shift Registers) structure. This method not only has simple structure, the pseudo random sequence generated by it also has the characteristics of long cycle, good random features. Fig. 10(a) is the port figure of random number module 1, and Fig. 10(b) is the port figure of random number module 2(random_ad, Pc_Pm_P are the names of element when they instantiated). The main function of random number module 1 is to generate two different RAM address ad_a and ad_b. And signal ad_msb is a input signal, which is the control site of the highest bit of RAM address, and it can combine with other 5 random number generated by the random module 1 to form a RAM address data. The random module 1 will automatically clear its output signal after its program receiving the reset signal, and it will assign a 16-bit random number seed to LFSR at the same time. Then two outputs are produced every clock, and the LFSR will shift to its right bit, whose lowest bit is gotten by exclusive or(XOR) of 16,15,13,4 four bits. Each time two individuals corresponding to different addresses are selected in the process, so when the two random numbers are generated, it ought to judge whether they are equal. If they are equal, the generated random address will be abandoned, the signal ad_a will remain the address data of last time, at the same time its inversion will be assigned to ad_b as address of this time. The design of random number module 2 is similar to random number module 1, the difference is that the bits of generated random number, and the two random numbers generated by module 2 can be equal or not. The simulation waveform of the random number module is shown in Fig. 11 . It can be seen from the figure that numerical values are indicated in the form of hexadecimal. Before the asynchronous reset signal reset becoming low, the output random number ad_a is "00", and ad_b is "1F".While the random number seed of the 16-bits linear feedback shift register z is"9244".After reset becoming low, two different 6-bits random numbers ad_a and ad_b are outputed at the rising edge of each clock. When ad_msb is "0", ad_a and ad_b are both smaller than 32, while when ad_msb is "1", ad_a and ad_b are both larger than 32 and smaller than 64. So the operation address of RAM is controlled by the signal ad_msb. Figure 11 . The simulation waveform of random number module Fig. 12 shows the hardware structure of fitness calculation module, where num_cnt, which corresponds to "k" in the fitness calculation formula, is the number of sampling points, error(k) is the input error signal, and the fitness is output fitness value of individual. Absolute is a module for computing absolute value, multiplier is for multiplying of binary fractions, and adder is for adding of signed binary fraction. These three modules are all designed with DSP Builder, and then they are translated into VHDL code through SignalCompiler. Reg1, reg2 and reg3 are three registers. The whole fitness calculation process is controlled by the control module, and the control module is a single process Moore state machine. The input error signal in the figure is fixed at "0080", which corresponds to the decimal number 0.5. It can seen from figure that the output of fitness value is accumulating one after another from zero, then the output is "00080" , "00180", "00300" , "00500", "00780" and so on, which is consistent with the theoretical calculation results. When it has taken 100 sampling points, the over signal will output a high level for a clock cycle. 
3) Design and Implementation of Fitness Calculation Module

4) Design and Implementation of Selection Module
The selection module uses league competition mechanism, it selects a even number of individuals randomly, then compares the fitness value of each two individuals, and reserves those who has larger fitness value. In order to ensure that each time two individuals are selected randomly, two random numbers are used to represent the two individuals' location in the storage module. And in order to make the crossover and mutation module work normally, two selections are operated in the selection module, which can ensure that there are two individuals be sent to the crossover and mutation module. Select operation goes smoothly and orderly under the control of a state machine, which is implemented by a single process Moore state machine in the design. Fig. 16 is the simulation waveform of selection module. After start signal start2 starting the selection operation, it will select the individual whose fitness value is smaller between the inputs (k_a and k_b) according to their fitness values (f_a and f_b). It can be seen from the figure that the first selected individual k_a is "0E501520435", since its fitness value is smaller than the global optimal individual (best), so the "best" will be updated. 
5) Design and Implementation of Crossover and Mutation Module
The implementation of crossover and mutation module is achieved by a state machine which is shown in Fig.17 . Fig. 18 shows the simulation waveform of crossover and mutation module, and in order to verify the mutation operation, it takes the crossover and mutation operation twice when simulating. It can be seen from the figure that, when the start signal start3 becomes "1" for the first time, Pc and Pm are both "FF", they are both larger than the corresponding setting value of crossover probability (D8) and mutation probability (14) , so the two input individuals k_a and k_b will not be taken crossover and mutation operation. When the start signal start3 becomes "1" for the second time, Pc is "01"and Pm is "05", both of them are smaller than the corresponding setting value of crossover probability and mutation probability, so the two input individuals k_a and k_b will be taken crossover and mutation operation. "1074543890AB" and "9A36567210AB" are output after crossover, and the random number pm_p which decides the mutation position is "1", so the output are "1074543890A9" and "9 A36567210A9". This also is the same with theoretical calculation. Fig. 19 is the simulation waveform in matlab environment, it is the step response output curve of a PID controller. It can seen from the figure that the output of the PID controller is finally at 10. Th is paper proposed a FPGA Implementation method of PCR temperature controlling based on microfluidic chip. The genetic algorithm PID control has the advantages of fast convergence rate and high optimization precision. PCR microfluidic temperature chip overcomes the weakness of traditional PCR reaction tube such as low thermal conductivity, large reaction volume, reagent waste and transfer pollution and so on. Using FPGA to realize genetic algorithm PID control can improve the operating speed and reliability. The simulation results show that the genetic algorithm PID temperature control based on FPGA can satisfy the requirement of PCR microfluidic chip, which requires the accuracy and speedability of temperature changes. It has a good control effect.
